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Many industrial queuing problems can be modelled as M /G /1 queues 
or M /M /s queues with parallel servers. With given param eters, the optimal 
service capacity can be determined through linear search, as the cost 
functions are unimodal.
This study presents a  proof, assum ing the single server is capable of 
providing service a t the same rate as all s servers combined, th a t M /M /s 
queues are economically optimal only if s = 1. That is, it is economically 
preferable to build a single facility with a  large capacity than  multiple 
servers with the same total capacity.
The thesis then develops a  convergent algorithm capable of solving 
economic queuing problems where the queue has unlimited queue length, 
unlimited calling population, first-in first-out service order and is either 
M /M /1 or M /G /l . The algorithm uses condensation methods to reduce 
the one and three degree of difficulty, constrained, signomial problems to 
zero degree of difficulty, posynomial problems which are then directly 
solvable by conventional geometric programming techniques.
The algorithm represents a more direct method for estimation of the 
optimum than  the linear search, and in most problems, requires less total 
calculations. A variety of hypothetical problems were used to successfully
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AN INTRODUCTION TO INDUSTRIAL 
QUEUING MODELS
Consider a hypothetical shipping company, or division of a 
company. Among other methods of transport, the company uses cargo 
ships between several ports. This necessitates the company’s 
ownership, or a t least use, of docking and loading/unloading facilities at 
each port it utilizes. The related costs to the company of this docking 
operation include the capital costs of the docking equipment, salaries 
paid to the employees and other various maintenance costs.
Additionally, if the efficiency of the facility is such tha t a  ship m ust wait 
outside the dock while a previous ship is being loaded or unloaded, the 
maintenance costs of th a t waiting ship are also part of the dock’s cost of 
operation. The company wants to know how many docks it should 
operate a t each port, and at w hat service level to operate each.
This system, and systems like it, where arriving traffic 
accum ulates in a  line and dem ands service, are known as queues, or 
waiting lines. A queue is defined by six characteristics. The interarrival 
times are random variables from a  given interarrival distribution. The
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service times are random  variables from a given service distribution. 
There are a specified number o f servers, which have a clearly defined 
order of service (i.e. first-in first-out (FIFO), last-in first-out (LIFO), 
prioritized, etc.). Finally, declaring the size of the potential calling 
population and the maximum queue length fully defines the queue.
For this shipping example, only random arrivals (i.e. those whose 
interarrival times are independent, identically distributed, random 
variables from the memoiy-less exponential distribution), from a 
potentially infinite calling population, a t a FIFO queue of unlimited 
length, are relevant.
The accepted notation for queues is the Kendall-Lee format 
(Winston 1987) which lists the six characteristics, in the order given 
above, separated by vertical slashes. Exponential interarrival time 
distributions are indicated by an M, as are exponential service time 
distributions. Other distributions of interest are a general distribution 
(G or GI), the Erlang (EJ, and deterministic (D) behavior. It is a  common 
practice to list only the first three characteristics when dealing with a 
FIFO queue of infinite length and infinite calling population. Using this 
notation, M /G /1 and M /M /s queues are those relevant to this problem.
In the case of industrial queues, the operator is economically
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responsible for both the servers (in the above case, the docks) and the 
customers (the ships). The total expected cost of queue operation can be 
split one of two ways. Van Voorhis (1956) divided it into the cost due to 
custom ers waiting for servers (waiting time) and that due to servers 
waiting for customers (idle time). We assum e tha t both these costs are 
linear functions of time (i.e. waiting cost is linear function of waiting time 
and idle cost is a  linear function of idle time). Since the waiting time is 
inversely proportional to the service capacity (the num ber of servers 
multiplied by their service rate) while the idle time is directly 
proportional to the service capacity, the waiting and service costs are 
also inversely and directly proportional to service level, respectively. If 
the total cost is the sum  of the two, the minimum total cost is a t the 
intersection of these two functions where the waiting cost equals the idle 
cost (see fig. 1) and any change in this total cost is instigated by a 
change in behavior of either the servers, the customers, or both.
Hillier (1964), on the other hand, split the total cost between the 
same waiting cost and the cost of servicing customers. The service cost 
is assum ed to be directly proportional to service rate. Thus, the service 
cost, like the idle cost, is directly proportional to the service capacity.
The total cost remains the sum  of the service and waiting costs. The
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— Idle Cost 
— Waiting Cost 
• |̂£- Total Cost
Figure 1: Operation Costs versus Service Level
Source: Van Voorhis, W. R  1956. Waiting line theory as a management 
tool. Operations Research 4: 233.
minimum of the total cost rem ains a t the intersection of the two 
functions where the waiting cost is equal to the service cost.
In his work in 1963, Hillier proposed several cost models for 
minimization of total expected cost (TEC); each is suited to the different 
decision variables common to such a model. The first is intended for a 
situation where the num ber of servers is the only unknown. The second 
adds the mean arrival rate to the list of unknowns. The third (and final) 
model is designed for the case when both the num ber of servers and the
Service
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mean service rate are undeterm ined1. This is the appropriate model for 
the shipping problem introduced above, where the individual docks are 
the servers and the service rate is dependent on the num ber of workers 
and the equipment employed.
Hillier defined the expected service cost as
C ,x s x f ( n ) ,
where C8 is the cost of service per server per customer 
($/server/custom er), s is the num ber of servers, p  is the mean service 
rate (customer/time), and f is the ’’ratio of the marginal cost of service at 
(service rate) p  to the marginal cost of service when the average service 
time is one unit of time."2 Thus, the expected service cost has units of 
$/tim e.
The expected waiting cost (also with units of $/time) is
X t  ™ X Ljfr  ̂ X
where is the cost of time per customer per un it time 
($/custom er/tim e), and L, the expected num ber of customers in the 
queue system at a  given time is equal to the sum  of L*. the expected 
num ber of customers in the waiting line, and Ls, the expected num ber of
^ o te  the second and third models are reversed in Hillier and Lieberman 
(1986).
2This will be defined further at the end of this chapter.
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customers In service.
The total expected cost is the sum  of the expected service and 
waiting costs. The goal is to minimize the TEC (i.e. minimize the long 
run  expected total cost per unit time). The fact tha t TEC is a  long run  
expected value indicates th a t the system m ust reach a steady (or 
equilibrium) state. For th a t to occur in any queue the mean service rate 
(p) m ust be greater than  the mean arrival rate (A.). If p  < >», then, in the 
long run, the waiting line becomes infinitely long and can never be 
emptied. When X < p, the queue length varies and expected behavior is 
relatively easy to derive given an exponential interarrival time 
distribution.
Note th a t total expected cost is not the only measure of system 
performance. There are others such as the average wait of all the 
customers, the average wait of the customers who m ust wait, the 
percent of the customers who wait longer than  a  given acceptable time, 
and the total am ount of idle server time. Shelton (1960) discusses these 
and other methods more thoroughly.
Historically, two approaches have been taken to this type of 
problem: simulated sampling (or simulation); and optimization through 
mathematical modeling. Simulation answers the question of what
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output results from given input. Optimization does the opposite, 
determining what inputs are necessary to cause given output values.
Optimization has itself been divided into two areas: control and 
design. Control involves determining an optimal operation policy of a 
given queue. That is, minimizing the costs of operation of an existing 
queue by turning servers off and on and vaiying their service rates as a 
response to the sta tus of the queue; it is a  m atter of dynamic decision 
models. Designing, static decision modelling, focuses on determining an 
optimal queue assum ing th a t all potential will always be used. In other 
words, all servers present will be turned on and functioning at the 
maximum possible service rates; it is assum ed there is no advantage to 
dynamically vaiying the queue’s serving capacity.
All three of these queue-related topics (simulation, control, and 
design) have been subjects of considerable research since the late 
1950’s.
First, it is helpful to consider a few examples of work in queue 
simulation. Van Voorhis (1956) provided a basic example in his 
simulation of a full service gas station with random service and arrivals. 
Setting the salary of station attendants and the average revenue per 
customer, while allowing tha t a  customer arriving at a  long queue may
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choose to leave, the author ran  the model for various num bers of 
attendants and determined the best manning policy. This was a simple 
example, more easily solved by mathematical modelling and optimization 
b u t many queues are so intricate tha t direct m athem atical modelling is 
extremely difficult.
The warehouse docking model of Schiller and Lavin (1956) is a 
more involved example. Wiebolt Stores, Inc. of Chicago was operating 
three warehouses bu t planned to consolidate to a single warehouse in 
the near future. There were constraints on the access and servicing 
ability of the single warehouse which where complicated by varying 
m ean arrival rates a t different times of the day. By running the model 
under different scenarios the authors determined the optimal num ber of 
new docks to add to the warehouse.
More recently, Chelst, Tilles, and Pipis (1981) used simulation in a 
coal transport problem. The company in question used a  single 
unloader to service incoming coal cars. Constant use caused frequent 
down-time for maintenance, and coal cars waiting in cold weather often 
arrived with frozen coal tha t damaged the facility during processing. 
Using simulation, the authors evaluated the addition of a second 
unloader and the possibility of alternating operation between the two.
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Control design emerged in the early 1960’s when Yadin and Naor 
(1963) were the first in a series of mathem aticians to investigate the 
optimal operation policy of the M /G / 1 queue using mathematical 
modelling and optimization. The authors recognized th a t for a  queue to 
attain  a steady state there m ust be excess service capacity and therefore 
idle periods for the server. Their algorithm was based upon reducing the 
idle fraction of the server’s time by shutting the server off when no 
customers are present. Due to set-up and shut-down costs it is not 
optimal to tu rn  the server back on immediately when a new customer 
arrives. Yadin and Naor derived a  value, R, dependent on set-up, sh u t­
down, waiting, and idle costs as well as the six basic queue 
characteristics, such tha t when the num ber of waiting customers 
reaches or surpasses R, the server is returned to operating status.
In 1967, the same authors addressed control from the angle of 
varying the service rate and outlined an optimization procedure such 
th a t the service rate was a  function of the num ber of customers waiting 
as well as the recent history of the system.
Heymann (1968) further investigated Yadin and Naor’s M /G /l 
with removable server. Discounting the costs due to the long term 
nature of the problem, he obtained an equation for the expected
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discounted cost as a  function of the same value R and the interest rate. 
Heymann also presented a  recursion relation to find the optimal 
dynamic policy for undiscounted problems.
Later tha t same year, Heymann and Marshall extended this field of 
dynamic control by server removal to the G I/G /1 queue. Considering 
undiscounted problems, they bounded the cost rate and the optimal 
policy.
In 1971, Bell provided the optimality proof for Heymann’s 
discounted M /G /1 model, as well as an  "improved computational 
algorithm" for determining R and the optimal policy.
The following year, Crabhill revived the study of queue control 
through variance of service rate. Assuming k possible service rates and 
a cost structure such tha t one cost is dependent upon the service rate 
and another on the num ber of customers waiting, Crabhill presented an 
algorithm to derive optimal policy and demonstrated it for the case k is 
two.
Most recently, Bell (1980) extended his research to the M /M /2 
undiscounted queue and Szarkowicz (1985) analyzed both discounted 
and undiscounted M /M /s queues with removable servers.
Research in queue design has not been so extensive. The earliest
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work was done by Mangelsdorf (1955), who introduced the use of 
economic models to analyze waiting line problems. He used the 
convention of idle and waiting costs (versus service and waiting costs) 
and calculated optimal ratios of these costs for given, fully defined, 
queues. Mangelsdorf s focus was mainly on machine assignment 
problems which are subject to a limited calling population.
In 1963, Hillier entered the field by introducing his three queue 
cost models mentioned above. All of his models assum e an infinite 
calling population, in contrast to Mangelsdorf, bu t the two authors 
agreed tha t one of the more difficult aspects of queue design is 
determining the waiting cost. Hillier drew a comparison between waiting 
cost and the stock out costs of inventory, hoping to simplify the problem.
Hillier (1964) describes the general approach appropriate for 
queuing models and summarizes the structure of the model. He also 
mentions a problem, similar to the shipping problem addressed here, 
involving a crew, performing together as a single server, whose service 
rate can be altered by addition of more crew members, equipment 
upgrade, etc.
In 1967, Hillier and Ueberman collaborated on a text which 
includes a summ ary of Hillier’s 1964 paper. Additionally, they discuss
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two cases in the formulation of waiting cost functions. The first case 
covers customers who are external to the service organization. In this 
situation the waiting cost is due to loss of future business and is 
proportional to the wait experienced by each individual customer. The 
second case is for internal custom ers whose waiting cost is due to lost 
productivity and is, therefore, proportional to the num ber of customers 
stuck in the queue. The authors also review the effect on cost of the 
customers’ travel time to and from the server.
Stidham (1968) (as well as his article of 1970) uses Hillier’s models 
to attack general queues. Using stochastic minimization he proves 
single server optimality for the G /M /s, G /D /s, and G /E ^/s queues. He 
later extends this result to service costs tha t are non-linear bu t concave 
and waiting costs tha t are monotone increasing in the waiting time. He 
also addresses queue networks and non-FIFO queues.
Most of the above research (with the exception of Stidham) has 
made the assum ption of service costs tha t are directly proportional to 
the service rate. That is, f(p)=p, and the service cost is sC8p. This is not 
always an accurate assum ption and, in the case of the shipping 
problem, may not be a t all correct.
Andress (1954) and Yelle (1979) both provide a good introduction
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to the theory and uses of the learning curve. The theory behind learning 
is simply tha t the more frequently an act is performed the more efficient 
the performer becomes; the performer learns as the work is done. The 
goal of learning theory is to uncover an efficiency improvement rate 
regular enough to be predictable.
Andress introduces three learning curve formulas, the last of 
which describes learning in a  queue. The formula is as follows:
T = kxn* \
for T, the total m an hours required to build x units, k, the cost in m an 
hours of the first unit, and n, the learning index.3 This effect appears in 
the service cost of the shipping problem where f(p) can now be defined so 
tha t
Total Service Cost -
Substituting m = n  + 1, fl(p) becomes the following:
/ ( H )  - , | i »  ( r o s l ) .
Learning effects generally occur because of learning in the literal 
sense an d /o r innovation. For this reason, learning effects are more 
extreme in operations made up of more worker assembly than  machine
3The learning index is the ratio of the logarithm of the learning rate to the 
logarithm of 2 and is, therefore, always less than or equal to 0.
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time and in swiftly growing or improving industries.
The docking facility under evaluation here leans toward assembly 
versus machine time bu t is not subject to frequent innovation. The 
potential for the learning effect is present b u t not guaranteed.
In the succeeding chapters of this paper we will deal with the 
M /G /1 and the M /M /s queues, both with potential for learning effects, 
with the goal of developing a cost minimizing design.
Chapter 2 will derive the mean num ber of customers in the queue 
(the previously mentioned L) for both the queues. A proof of single 
server optimality in the M /M /s queue will also be presented and thus 
simplify the optimization of tha t queue. Chapter 3 will describe the 
geometric programming method used in the actual optimization.
Chapter 4 will run  through sample problems and offer verification of the 
optimization results. Chapter 5 will conclude the paper with some 
discussion and recommendations for further research.
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Chapter 2 
DERIVATIONS FROM QUEUING THEORY
This chapter will specialize the Hillier cost model for more 
particular queue systems beginning with the single server queue. 
Recalling th a t the model is of the form
TEC = sC J { \ i)  + CWL,
the only variable dependent upon the queue type is L, the mean num ber 
of customers in the system. Since the goal is to minimize with respect to 
p, the mean service rate, L m ust be expressed in term s of p. X, the mean 
arrival rate, and the variance of the service time distribution, b(t).
Single Server Queues
For the single sever queue with Poisson input (i.e. exponentially 
distributed interarrival times), it is possible to derive an expression for L 
in term s of only these basic param eters. Let p represent the ratio of X to 
p  which is referred to as the traffic intensity or utilization factor for a 
single server queue.
The num ber of customers waiting at any time, n+1, is dependent
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upon the num ber of customers waiting at the preceding time n.
Consider the queue system ju s t following a customer departure. Here Xn 
indicates the num ber of customers waiting a t time n  and A represents 
the num ber of arrivals during the past service period of length t.
f X -1+A X > 0X a {'  A Xn=0 ,
The expression is easier to deal with algebraically when rewritten
as:
In the steady state situation, the system state, at time n, is 
essentially independent of the initial state of the system (time zero). The 
num ber of customers at any time n, is a random variable with a single 
mean and variance regardless of the value of n. That is,
where the superscript on L indicates the evaluation takes place at 
the moment directly after a departure.
V d  -  x » -  u ( x » > + A






Taking the expected value of eq 2.1 and using eq. 2.2:
£[U(Xn)]=£G4).
The expected value of A can be calculated utilizing a Riemann-
Stieltjes integral:
E{A) = (E[A\T=t]3B(i) = f \ t 3 B ( t ) = A.£[f] = A./M- = P
Squaring eq. 2.1:
= K  + [U(X„)]2 + A2 + 2AX„
-  2A[U(X„)] -  2[U (X n)]X„.
Again, invoking the equilibrium conditions.
Ov -  O YA»l *11 + 1
+ = E ^  + E ^ f
then
E(X-h)  = £(X2„).




X .[U (X .)] = X ..
Therefore, taking expected values of eq. 2.3, while assum ing that
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the num ber of arrivals is independent of the num ber of customers in the 
system (i.e. A is independent of XJ, results in the following:
2L(D) -  2L(D)p = E{A2) + p -  2 p 2,
£,C°) = P ~ 2 p 2 + E(A2) (2.4)
2(1 -  p)
Of course,
E(A2) = var(A) + E(A)2 = var(A) + p2. ®.5)
But, recalling tha t t is the length of the preceding service period, 
the variance of A can be expressed as follows:
w (i4 ) = E[var{A | r= f)]  + var[E(A \ T=t)]. (Parzen, p.55)
Where,
E(A\T~t)  = £  ae-u (XtY  = = Uy
o i ( a - l ) l
and
£ [ y l ( i 4 - l ) | r = J ]  = J '
o o!
,-kts 1 *\a-2
= at)<"  = A2f2.
2 (0 - 2 )!
Then,
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var(A\T=t)  = E[A(A-  1) | T=t] + E(A\T=t)  -  [E(A \ T - t ) ]2 
= X2t2 + Xt -  X2t2 = Xt.
So,
var{A) = E{Xt)  + var(Xt) = 12£(f) + l 2vcr(0 = p + X2var(t).  ®.6)
The variance of t is, in this case, the variance of the service times; 
th a t is, var(t) = var(b(t)).
Finally, combining eq.s 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6, we arrive a t the 
Pollaczek-Khinchine formula:
£(°) = p - 2 p 2 + p + p2 + X2var(t)
2(1 - p)
= | p2 +A,2vgr(r)
2(1 -  p)
It remains now to prove tha t the mean num ber of customers in the 
queue the moment after a  served customer departs is equivalent to the 
m ean num ber of customers in the queue at any given moment.
It is true for any Poisson process, tha t is, any queue with input 
corresponding to a Poisson distribution, tha t the mean num ber of 
customers immediately prior to a customer arrival is equivalent to the 
mean num ber of customers a t any given moment (see Cooper p .57 for a 
concise proof). The hypothesis tha t the mean ju s t after a departure is 
the same as the mean ju s t prior to an  arrival is logically equivalent to
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the hypothesis tha t dn, the steady state probability of n customers in the 
system ju s t after a  departure, is equal to a t h e  steady state probability 
of n  customers in the system ju s t prior to an  arrival.
For proof of this second hypothesis let AJt) denote the num ber of 
arrivals, during the time interval (0 ,t), tha t increase the num ber of 
customers in the system from n to n + 1 , and Dn(t) denote the num ber of 
departures on the same interval tha t decrease the num ber of customers 
in the system from n+1 to n. Then, considering a long interval of length
T’ \An(T)-D n(T)\ s 1. (2.7)
Since a steady state solution is assum ed to exist (i.e. X/\x < 1), the 
limit of the ratio of the total num ber of departures in time T, D(T), to the 
total num ber of arrivals in time T, A(T), m ust approach 1 as T goes to 
infinity:
UmDOO _ j (2 .8)
t^ A ( T )
Dividing eq. 2.7 by A(T) and taking the limit as T approaches 
infinity:
lim _ D nW  |  ̂ lim 1 _ ~
r-ool A ( r)  I r-oo^CD =
Then, using eq 2.8,
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lim An(T) _ lim 
T -~ M T )  = t ^°°A(T)
lim Dn(T) lim A(T)




lim _ lim _ .
T~**° A(T) ~ a" T"co D(T) ~
(See Gross and Harris, p 235)
Hence, the probability of n  customers in the system prior to an  
arrival is equal to the probability of n  customers ju s t after a  departure. 
From this it follows tha t the expected num ber of customers, ju s t  prior to 
an arrival and ju s t after a  departure are equal. Finally, since the M /G /1 
queue arrival times are Poisson distributed, L(D), the expected num ber of 
customers in the system after a  departure, is equivalent to L^, the 
expected num ber of customers in the system prior to an arrival, which is 
equivalent to L, the expected num ber of customers at any time.
There are, of course, m any types of single server queues with 
Poisson input.
For an M /M /1 queue: var(s)= l/p2, and
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l - p  ii-A. 
For an M /D /1 queue: var(s)=0, and
L = p ♦ — B i -  =
2(1 - p )  2( 1 — p )
The M /G /1 results are, however, more convenient for use in 
general evaluations and calculations as will be performed in chapter 3.
A Multi-server Queue
Deriving expressions for multi-server queues is m uch more 
difficult, and, for tha t reason, only the M /M /s queue (i.e. the queue with 
exponential interarrival times, exponential service times, and s parallel 
servers with a  single queue) will be attacked here. To begin, the 
probability tha t there will be n  customers waiting at time t  + 8t  is the 
sum  of five other probabilities:
(1) the probability of n  customers at time t with no 
customers arriving or departing during time 8t;
(2) the probability of n  customers a t time t  with both an
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arrival and a  departure during time 8t;
(3) the probability of n+1 customers at time t with one
~~ departure and no arrivals during 8t;
(4) the probability of n -1 customers at time t with one
arrival and no departures during 8t;
(5) the probability of any other initial num ber of 
customers a t time t  requiring more than  one 
departure or arrival during 8t in order to result in n  
custom ers at time t+8t.
Since the inter-arrival times and service times of this type of queue 
are given as exponentially distributed random variables with param eters 
X and p, respectively (where X still denotes the mean arrival rate and p  
the mean service rate), the num ber of customers arriving or being served 
during any time interval of length t are random variables following 
Poisson distributions with param eters Xt and pt. (for proof see Freund 
and Walpole p. 211). That is,
(X b t)n e~xdtProb(n arrivals on interval bt) -  -----  .
n\
Similarly,
ARTHUH LAKE I LIBRARY 
COLOMBO SC3SOOL o& MINES 
GOLDEN, COLORADO 8040J
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e~*6tProb(m departures on interval 60 = ——---------- .
m !
Using the MacLaurin’s series expansion of e'x5t:
+ - a * #  + ... + t » nW '  + ....
2 6 n 1
the probability of any num ber of arrivals or departures during the time 
interval St can be derived. For notational consistency let n  denote the 
num ber of arrivals and m the num ber of departures.
Prob(n-Q) - 1-A.Sf + o(60,
Prob(n-l) = A.61 + o(&t),
Prob{n>\) = o(S0,
Prob(m=Q) = l - | i 6 f  + o(60»
Prob(m-1) = |i6r + o(60,
Prob(m> 1) = o(60-
o(8t) represents a  sum  of term s involving greater than  first power
term s of St. More precisely, o(8t) signifies any term or sum  of term s f(St)
such tha t
Km /(SO _ n 
6M>"~sT "
Note tha t as St becomes small the probability of multiple arrivals (n > 1) 
or departures (m > 1) on a single interval becomes negligible.
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Now letting Pn(t) denote the probability of n customers a t time t 
and using the probabilities above the following recursive expression can 
be written:
+J\_i(f)[(*ar+O(ao)(l - ii8r+o(8f))] 
^ . ♦ 1( 0 [ ( i* a / + o ( d O ) ( i - A ^ + o ( 5 0 ) ]
+EP,.Xf)[o(8r)]+£j>ll.X0[o(ftf].
- «  2
This equation yields different results when n  = 0, n  > s, and n  < s. 
Taking the limit as 8t  -» 0  (at this point all o(8t) terms will go to 0) 
generates the following three equations:
dPJt)
- g - i  = -AP0(t) + n P ^ t ) ,
dP (t)
— = -(A. +«|i)Pll( 0  + AP,,.^)  + (n + l ) | iP atl( 0  for  1 u s  s - 1  , 
at
dp m
- " — = -(A+sn)P„(0  + AP,.,(() + 5(iP„^(0 for s a n . 
at
As in the Single server case, a  steady state solution for L is w hat is 
desired. The steady state requires tha t the probability of any num ber of 
customers being in the queue be constant over time. That is,
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M . , .
dt
Thus, a t equilibrium, 
p, = A p 0 = pPo,
kPn_i = (k+n\i)PH -  (n+1) f or 1 u u - 1 ,  
xpn-1 ■ - (5)H^„+i for s * n.
In these equations, however, p can no longer be considered the 
traffic intensity or utilization. That label is reserved for the value p = 
^/(p*s). Here p is a  direct substitution for the value X/\if and has no 
other real significance.
From here it can be proven by induction tha t
Pn = -L p ’P0 f o r m s ,
s*-"P, = — p nP0 for s < n .
SI
Using the fact tha t the sum  of the probabilities m ust be 1, P0 can 
be derived,
*0 -  * * ? (— )]'1 o 11 s\ s -p
All tha t remains then is to calculate L, the expected value of n.
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V'*1
o (s -O K s-p )2
This equation, as well as those derived for the single server queues 
can now be inserted into the original cost model for any chosen value of 
s, under any learning effect condition, and subsequently, the queue can 
be optimized. However, during the coding and testing of the algorithm 
described in chapter 3, it was realized tha t for the M /M /s queue to be 
operating optimally, s m ust equal one. The proof of this lies in 
comparing the cost of the M /M /s queue with mean service rate of \i and 
the cost of the M /M /1 queue with m ean service rate sp. The two 
systems have equivalent servicing capability bu t very different costs.
Where s is an integer greater than  zero, p is the ratio of X to p  and is 
bounded between zero and s by the equilibrium condition, and m is a
Given:
C n 2
Cost (M/M/1,s\i) = Cs(\is)m + Cj> + —
and
Cost (M/M/s,\i) = Css\Lm + C^p +
( s - i) i(5 -p )2r £ -  * p ’{s-p) 
0 ll
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real num ber less than  or equal to 1.
Then:
Cost (M/M/1,s\i)  ̂ Cost (M/M/s, \i)
implies
0 k Cost (M/M/1,s\i) -  Cost (M/M/s, ji) 
Which, in turn, implies
0 k CsKmp""(sm- s ) + C X ^ - l )  + S ^ . \ p --------------------El— ------ ]
* s -p  L S *_1 71i 1
( s - l ) \ ( s -p ) 2 'L ^ -  + p 5 
o t!
Which, again, implies
(s-p)C sk m( s - s m) p*------------- * 1 - s + p -  r
C  D m + 1 * ~ 1n i^  + p*
o i!
When s is one, the two queues are the same, so the two costs are 
obviously equivalent. When s > 2, p < 1 implies s > 1 + p. Knowing this, 
the left-hand side m ust always be positive, the right hand side always 
negative and the single server cost is always less than  th a t of the m ulti­
server queue.
This proof does assum e there are no restrictions on p  other than
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tha t it m ust be strictly greater than  X. In the shipping problem studied 
here, p  is adjusted by increasing manpower, upgrading and improving 
machinery, increasing the num ber of accesses (ramps, cranes, etc.) to 
the ship being serviced, etc. In the case of a high ratio of waiting costs 
to service costs, the optimal m ean service rate might climb so high as to 
be impossible with a single server in a real situation (i.e. a  situation 
where p  is bounded).
The cost model is now queue specific and ready for optimization.
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Chapter 3
GEOMETRIC PROGRAMMING AND THE
SINGLE SERVER QUEUE
Now there are complete cost models in term s of the constants— 
service cost per customer per server, C8, waiting cost per customer per 
un it time, Cw, mean arrival rate, X, num ber of servers, and variance of 
service times, var(t)—and dependant upon a single variable, p, the ratio 
of the mean arrival rate to the m ean service rate.
For the M /G /1 queue:
and for the M /M /s queue, which is optimal when s = 1 (by the preceding 
proof, pp. 27 and 28):
The task  at hand is to minimize these cost equations with respect 
to the ratio of mean arrival rate to mean service rate, p.
CwX2var(t)
+ 2(1 - p) ’
( 1 - P )
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Geometric Programming Overview
Geometric programming (GP) is a  still evolving technique for 
minimization of linear and nonlinear systems. The technique, which was 
first studied by Duffin, Peterson, and Zener in the 1960’s, is derived 
from Cauchy’s arithmetic-geometric inequality and the fact that, at 
optimality, the inequality becomes an equality ( a  more complete history 
of GP is contained in Thome (1988)).
GP revolves about four basic rules, which are described as follows 
by Woolsey and Swanson (1969):
Rule 1: The form of the optimal solution of any posynomial GP problem 
is:
TEC* = II (Coefficient of term if b t)
objjimcL
E
x II [ II (Coefficient of term j/bj) x ( E b jf" ^  ] ,
aUeontL aeonsf. aconst.
where the asterisk indicates a  value a t optimality, i refers to a 
term in the objective function, and j refers to a  term in a constraint.
Rule 2: The exponent matrix is constructed as follows:
Rule 2A: The sum  of the contributions to cost in the objective 
function is one.
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E b t = 1 .
oh], fund.
Rule 2B: For each primal variable the equations in the exponent 
matrix are:
E (5,  exponent o f variable at termi)
ohjjunct.
+ E (bj exponent o f variable at termj) = 0 .
allconst.
Rule 3: At optimality, for each term in the objective function
TEC*   tertni
’  ~ & r '
Rule 4: At optimality, for every term, in each constraint
b k -  termk ( E bp .
const.
These four rules (the first two of which construct the dual problem 
while the last two dem onstrate relationships at optimality tha t facilitate 
easier solution) allow direct solution of simple problems.
Degree of difficulty (hereafter, DD) is defined as the num ber of 
terms in both the objective function and the constraints, m inus the 
num ber of terms in the problem, m inus one. Zero DD problems are
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easily solved using the four basic rules. Higher DD problems, however, 
require modification before they can be optimized.
Ratliff (1986) developed a method to optimize nonlinear, multi- 
variable, unconstrained posynomials. By holding all variables bu t one 
constant, condensing all like terms, and iterating until the variable 
settled on a value, then moving to another variable and cycling through 
all the variables until they all settled, Ratliff arrived at the optimum of 
high DD problems.
Later, Thome (1988) used the Greening technique to optimize a 
class of nonlinear, single variable, unconstrained signomials. This class 
of problems was restricted to term s with positive coefficients, or negative 
coefficients and positive exponents. By putting his problems into a  form 
such tha t the objective function became a constraint on an additional 
variable and m anipulating this constraint until the negative coefficient 
terms could be condensed with this new variable, he was able to 
condense the entire problem into a zero DD problem and optimize.
A third option for using GP on high DD problems is to select from 
the original problem some term s with which to build a lower DD, 
bounded sub-problem and solve tha t sub-problem to obtain bounds on 
the actual objective function and the variables.
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If the M /G /1 cost model is reformulated to the standard GP form 
(where the objective function consists of terms with variables, exponents, 
and coefficients, versus term s with polynomial expressions, exponents, 
and coefficients), a  substitution for the awkward denominator in the 
waiting cost m ust be made, creating a constraint.
TEC = CsXm p -  + Cw p + CwpaY-1 + Cwy~l \ 2var(t) 
s.t. p + y s  1 .
The problem now has six terms, two variables, and three degrees 
of difficulty. A similar reformulation can be found for the M /M /1 queue, 
with four terms, two variables, and one DD; The constraint eliminates 
the possibility of using either Thome’s or Ratliffs method, so, perhaps 
bounding is the only option left (using GP) to evaluate this problem.
Distorting GP to Solve the Single Server Queue
Up until now, condensation of terms has been performed only on 
like term s (i.e. on terms with the same sign exponent and the same sign 
coefficient). This is because condensation of like terms yields a like 
term, while condensation of dissimilar terms yields a  term which is not 
wholly predictable. Single server cost models, however, can be
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reformulated so th a t condensation of the objective function yields a 
single term, for which the signs of the exponent and coefficient are 
predictable.
To arrive a t a  zero DD, single server cost problem, all the term s of 
the objective function m ust be condensed (since there are two variables 
and two terms in the constraint). That is, the problem m ust appear as 
follows:
TEC = *pwV 2 
s.t. p + y *1 .
For the above problem to balance and be bounded, both ©1 and ©2 
m ust be less than  zero. So, a  form of the objective function m ust be 
found which condenses to the form above such tha t ©1 and ©2 are 
always negative in the solution space 0 < p, 0 < y .
Through necessity, ingenuity, trial and error, etc., a form of the 
M /G /1 cost model fulfilling those requirements was found. Since
I  -  P2 + + var{t)X2 _ _P + 1 1 + var(t)X2
= 2 (1 — p ) + P + 2 ( l - p )  = 2 + 2 p ( l - p )  '  2 p '  2 + 2( l - p )
= ,5p + .5p'*Y_1 -  .Sp'1 -  .5 + var(t)^
2(1 — p)
the objective function can be reformulated as
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TEC = Cgk mp-m + J5Cwp-ly-1 ~ -5Cwp'' + .5Cwp + .5CwY_1var(0^2 -  *5CW 
Ignoring the constant, moving the signomial term to the left hand 
side, and condensing yields:
fTEGy* 0 / yft8 / ^wP v>4 .6,
' V  2p5 j  p"«2 2 p Y63 2 Y85
72TC .5C p_1
where 50 = ------ — ------------  =
7EC + .5Cwp 1 7EC + .5Cwp
* = C,X” p ” = SCwY'V1
-l
2 7EC + .5Cwp 1 3 TEC+ ,5Cwp~1
3 -  -5CwP = -5Cwvar(t)X2y~1
4 ’  TEC + .5Cwp '1 5 ’ TEC+.5Cwp"1
Then,
TEC = *pwlYw2 
s.f. p + y s 1 ,
(3.1)
* * * * + .5C ( p ! ) ]
where o)i.  -»»» ^ 8< + \  : . h  . — ----- --------- !— lz£ ......
60 TEC
„ - (« ,  + 8,) -(•5cwy '1p‘I + J C .m f O X 2^ )
co 2 = ---------------  = --------------------— ---------------------
50 TEC
». 26 , j-  C l *  t  C„ £  C 'j1 C var(,t)X2 £
* = 80 (-pr-) ( - 7— ) ( r f >  ( r f - )  0 ( * ) ° •Cw o2 2 o3 2 o4 2 o5
These definitions of col and co2 are obviously negative wherever p
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and y are positive (recalling th a t if y is positive then p is < 1), so the 
condensation was successful.
Now the four GP rules can be used to solve the problem directly.
By rule 2:
dx = i
c + d3 = 0 
0)2^  + ^  = 0 .
So, = 1, 5 2 = - 0) 1 , d3 = -co2 .
Then by rule 1:
TEC' = = ifc(-u2)"2(-G>l)“1(-w 2 - u i r <'’2-"1. <3 -2>
But by rule 4:
= -o)2 = 'i{d2 + 4?) 55 “Y(o>1 + o>2)
= -o)l = p(dj + ^3) = —p ( to 1 + 0)2) .
So,
-  0)2
Y =  rP -- 0)1
Substituting this for y in the original equation [3.1]:
TEC* = kpwl + w2(-0)2)<,>2(-0)1)“<,)2 . (3 *3)
Solving eq.s (3.2) and (3.3) together:
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i k C - w a ^ t - o i r ^ ^ - w l ) - * 2-"1 = *p wl + • 2( -« 2 ) * 2( - » l ) " * 2
col
p = ---------------•col + co2
Iteration through these equations, from any initial p, appears to 
converge quadratlcally to the optimum ju s t as with Thome’s and Ratliffs 
methods. Once p* has been found, p* = X/p* follows directly and the 
optimal mean service rate is determined.
The flow chart for this algorithm (appendix A) attem pts to control 
round-off error by avoiding division. That is, since the value of p derived 
finally from the above equations can be reduced to a  ratio of term s from 
the objective function, the program simply defines five variables to be the 
five terms of the objective function, two variables to be the num erators of 
the co’s, and the new value of p to be the ratio of the first num erator to 
the sum  of the num erators. In this way, propagation of round-off error 
is avoided, while the final result for each iteration remains the same.
A similar derivation has been performed on the M /M /1 queue with 
the following results:
L = - 2 -  = ----- -----------   -  1
1 - p  p ( l - p )  p
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C C
TEC = Cg\ mp~m + -JL -  -J* -  Cw s.t. p + y * 1
PY P
TEC = * p wV 2
- * C ,A - p -  -  Cw( - i - >  _c  , ,
w tere  o> 1 = ------------------------------------—  o)2 = —  -----------
TEC TEC
0)1
P = —* T •0)1 +  0)2
Again, col and co2 are negative wherever y and p are positive so the 
condensation is successful and will converge on the minimum. The flow 
chart for this algorithm (appendix A) also uses the method discussed 
above to avoid round-off error.
Sample problems, for both algorithms, are offered in chapter 4.
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Chapter 4 
SAMPLE RUNS OF THE ALGORITHM AND 
EXPLORATION OF THE 
QUEUE MODEL
It is not the intent of this paper to present more than  empirical 
proofs of either the geometric programming algorithms’ optimality or 
their rate of convergence. To demonstrate both the success of the 
optimization method and interesting aspects of the two models, five 
example problems for each of the two queue types, M /G / l  and M /M /1, 
(see Table 4.1) have been chosen.
Each of these models was run  with nine different starting points 
on the open interval (0 , 1) (p is a  probability, and as such is restricted to 
the closed interval [0 , 1]; the endpoints, zero and one, lead to division by 
zero error, so the open interval was used).
The iteration criterion was the absolute value of the difference of 
the two most recent p’s calculated. If this absolute value exceeded 10'5, 
the iteration would continue.
Verification of the algorithms’ results, in the form of spreadsheets 
of total expected cost on the interval 0 < p < 1, is found in appendix B.
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A 2 5 10 1
B 2 5 10 .87
C 1 20 .5 .81
D 1 .5 20 .81
E 2 1 3 .93
M /G /l
A 1 4 4 .95 .7
B 4 1 20 .97 .7
C 4 20 1 .97 .7
D 2 1 3 .93 0
E 2 1 3 .93 .1
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The M /M /1 Examples
Since the M/M/1 queue is actually a special case of the M /G / l ,  
these problems will be discussed first. The five M /M /1 problems were 
chosen to illustrate the effects of learning on the total cost and the 
responses (in cost) to extreme differences between service cost per 
customer and waiting cost per customer.
The first problem (M/M/1A in table 4.1) is one with no learning 
effect and is modelled by the following TEC equation:
This was verified by the algorithm (or vice versa), as seen in table
  +   L—
P 1-P
This problem Is simple enough to solve with calculus:
§  TU T -OC\ 5
implies
1.5p2 -  4p + 2 = 0 .







M T H O M  l a e s s
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4.2. Convergence (to five decimals in p and eight decimals in the total 
expected cost), for all nine starting values, was achieved in ten to twelve 
iterations.
Table 4.2: Results of Problem M /M /1A
Initial p Pinal p P Total Exp. Cost Iterations
.00001 .666669 2.99999 40.0000000013 12
.001 .666669 2.99999 40.0000000013 12
1 .666660 3.00003 40.0000000092 11
10<N• .666666 3.00002 40 .0000000059 11
.5 .666664 3.00001 40.0000000013 11
.75 .666662 3.00002 40.0000000041 10
.9 .666671 2 .99998 40.0000000046 11
.999 .666674 2.99997 40.0000000114 11
.99999 .666664 3.00001 40.0000000013 12
Problem M/M/ IB adds an 87% learning rate to the first problem 
resulting in the following TEC equation:
TEC = 34,82 + .
p ‘J ! - P
Intuitively, learning effects should decrease total costs, as
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explained in chapter 1. The GP results reflect this (see Table 4.3), 
converging, in seven or eight iterations from all starting points, on a TEC 
nearly eighteen percent less than  the optimal total expected cost without 
learning.
Table 4.3: Results of Problem M /M / IB
Initial p Final p P Total Exp. Cost Iterations
.00001 .613828 3.25824 33.6744500266 8
.001 .613829 3.25824 33.6744500250 8
.1 .613832 3.25822 33.6744500221 7
.25 .613828 3.25824 33.6744500271 7
.5 .613831 3.25822 33 .6744500228 7
.75 .613839 3.25818 33.6744500251 7
.9 .613832 3.25822 33.6744500219 8
.999 .613832 3.25823 33.6744500228 8
.99999 .613831 3.25823 33.6744500228 8
Problems M /M /1C and M /M /ID  were chosen to dem onstrate the 
stronger effect on total cost of service cost per customer than  waiting 
cost per customer.
M /M /1C has an extremely high waiting cost (relative to service 
cost) of 20 monetary units per customer per un it time, resulting in the
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following cost equation:
and yet the optimal total cost is only 4.67 (see Table 4.4). 
Table 4.4: Results of Problem M /M / 1C
initial p Pinal p P Total Exp. Cost Iterations
.00001 .083760 11.97949 4.6652327717 56
.001 .083479 11.97903 4 .6652326570 55
.1 .083608 11.96061 4.6652325825 36
.25 .083613 11.95982 4 .6652327779 46
.5 .083604 11.96109 4 .6652324717 49
.75 .083611 11.96015 4 .6652326940 49
.9 .083613 11.95982 4 .6652327784 49
.999 .083604 11.96109 4.6652324714 50
.99999 .083604 11.96109 4.6652324716 50
M /M /ID  has a service cost of 20 monetary units per customer 
and total cost equation as below:
TEC = —  +
p - 7 2 (1 - p )
Which leads to a optimal total cost of approximately 25.22 (see Table 
4.5). This indicates tha t the optimal TEC is m uch more sensitive to the
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Table 4.5: Results of Problem M /M / ID
Initial p Pinal p P Total Exp. Cost Iterations
.00001 .837471 1.19407 25.2202700662 25
.001 .837361 1.19409 25.2202700670 22
.1 .837472 1.19407 25.2202700664 24
.25 .837472 1.19407 25.2202700672 24
.5 .837471 1.19407 25.2202700659 24
10• .837471 1.19407 25.2202700661 22
.9 .837461 1.19409 25.2202700665 22
.999 .837471 1.19407 25.2202700659 25
.99999 .837471 1.19407 25.2202700659 25
service cost per customer than  to waiting cost per customer.
The final example of this type problem, M /M /IE ,  may be viewed 
as a typical problem reflecting the original shipping model discussed. In 
this example, the waiting cost per customer is one third the service cost 
per customer. This reflects the nature of the shipping dock since the 
ships (customers) are owned by the dock operator, implying the waiting 
cost is due only to the ships’ lost hours of productivity. The ninety 
percent learning rate is reasonable in such a labor intensive operation, 
and, if the unit of time is considered a day or work week, two arrivals 
during this time is appropriate (per week if the ships are large, per day if
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small).
Given the param eters as in table 4.1, the resultant model is of the
form:
As illustrated in table 4.6, the optimal ratio of mean arrival rate to 
mean service rate was found to be approximately .68 , with a minimum 
total expected cost of operation of approximately 10.04 monetary units 
per time unit.
Table 4.6: R esults of Problem M /M / IE
Initial p Pinal p P Total Exp. Cost Iterations
.00002 .687801 2.90782 10.0433680145 11
.001 .687802 2.90781 10.0433680153 10
.1 .687798 2 .90783 10.0433680134 12
.25 .687798 2 .90783 10.0433680133 12
.5 .687790 2 .90787 10.0433680140 11
.75 .687789 2 .90787 10.0433680144 10
.9 .687792 2 .90786 10.0433680133 12
.999 .687790 2.90787 10.0433680140 12
.99999 .687790 2.90787 10.0433680140 12
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The M /G /l Examples
The M /G /1 problems were chosen to demonstrate the effects of 
interarrival time variance (previously referred to as var(t)) on the optimal 
total expected cost, and again, the strong dependence of the optimal 
total cost on the service cost per customer.
M /G / 1A is of the form:
TEC = ——  + * '11 .
p - *  2(1  —p)
This model was chosen because of the equality of the service and 
waiting costs per customer. The optimal ratio of mean arrival rate to 
mean service rate is approximately .49 (see table 4.7). This result is 
interesting to compare to the results of problems M /G /IB  and M /G / 1C 
(see tables 4.8 and 4.9, respectively).
Example M /G / IB is similar to M /M / ID in tha t the service cost 
per customer is considerably greater than the waiting cost per customer. 
The cost equation is of the form:
TEC = + p + *7
p"*7 2(1- p)
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Table 4.7: Results of Problem M/G/1A
49
Initial p Final p P Total Exp. Cost Iterations
.00001 .486953 2.05359 13.4118065116 10
.001 .486952 2.05356 13.4118065120 10
.1 .486953 2.05358 13.4118065116 11
.25 .486961 2.05355 13.4118065129 10
.5 .486952 2.05359 13.4118065119 8
.75 .486950 2.05360 13.4118065132 10
.9 .486958 2.05356 13.4118065116 11
.999 .486959 2.05356 13.4118065117 11
.99999 .486959 2.05356 13.4118065117 11
Table 4.8: Results of Problem M /G /IB
Initial p Final p P Total Exp. Cost Iterations
.00001 .771701 5.18330 122.0847497261 192
.001 .771698 5.18337 122.0847497247 193
.1 .771708 5.18331 122.0847497246 192
.25 .771698 5.18337 122.0847497258 189
.5 .771708 5.18330 122.0847497254 182
.75 .771708 5.18330 122.0847497254 144
.9 .771708 5.18331 122.0847497253 179
.999 .771708 5.18331 122.0847497250 193
.99999 .771708 5.18331 122.0847497252 193
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Table 4.9: Results of Problem M /G /1C
Initial p Final p P Total Exp. Cost Iterations
.00001 .13603 29.40557 157.4004681453 11
.001 .13602 29.40815 157.4004681084 10
.1 .13603 29.40634 157.4004680913 11
.25 .13602 29.40648 157.4004680855 11
.5 .13603 29.40577 157.4004681280 11
.75 .13603 29.40557 157.4004681452 11
.9 .13063 29.40564 157.4004681389 11
.999 .13603 29.40575 157.4004681295 11
.99999 .13603 29.40575 157.4004681294 11
Models M /G /1C and M /M /1C are similar in their high waiting 
costs per customer relative to service costs per customer. Model 
M /G /1C has a total expected cost equation of:
TEC = + *>(P + .7)
p-*7 2(1 -  p)
The results of these two models illustrate the same effects seen in 
the M /M /1 examples: when the service cost per customer is high relative 
to the waiting cost per customer, the optimal ratio of mean arrival rate to 
m ean service rate is high (In the case of M /G/B, p * .77 and for 
M /M /ID , p « .84); when the service cost per customer is equal, or nearly 
equal, to the waiting cost per customer, the optimal ratio will tend to one
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half (as in M /G / 1A); and when the service cost is relatively small, the 
optimal ratio will be small (For M /G /1C, p * .14 and for M /M /1C, p * 
.08).
Problems M /G /ID  and M /G /IE  are two other versions of the 
typical shipping example introduced as M /M /IE . M /G /ID  is a 
deterministic model of the form:
__ _ 5.60 p2TEC - ——-  +
p -9 2(1 -  p)
M /G /IE  is the probabilistic version of the problem, assum ing a variance 
of .1, so tha t the model becomes:
TEC = 5 * 0  + p2+.l
p-» 2 ( 1 - p )
As might be expected, the optimal total expected cost of the 
deterministic model (see Table 4.10) is less than  tha t of the probabilistic 
model (see Table 4.11). The exponential service model of this problem 
(M /M /IE) is even slightly more expensive because the variance of 
exponential service is the inverse of the square of the mean; in this case 
slightly less than  .12.
Beyond the interesting aspects of each of these ten particular 
models, it is im portant to note the convergence of the algorithms. Not
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Table 4.10: Results of Problem M /G /ID
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Initial p Final p P Total Exp. Cost Iterations
.00001 .752333 2.65840 9.1273515668 13
.001 .752335 2.65839 9.1273515661 17
.1 .752333 2.65840 9.1273515671 17
.25 .752333 2.65840 9.1273515669 17
.5 .752335 2.65839 9.1273515662 17
.75 .752344 2.65836 9.1273515668 10
.9 .752342 2.65837 9.1273515662 17
.999 .752335 2.65839 9.1273515662 18
.99999 .752335 2.65839 9.1273515662 18
Table 4.11: Results of Problem M /G / IE
Initial p Final p P Total Exp. Cost Iterations
.00001 .719739 2.77879 9.8840006268 18
.001 .719738 2.77878 9.8840006267 20
.1 .719740 2.77882 9.8840006264 21
.25 .719728 2.77878 9.8840006273 20
.5 .719728 2.77883 9.8840006275 19
.75 .719729 2.77883 9.8840006275 16
.9 .719738 2.77879 9.8840006275 20
.999 .719738 2.77879 9.8840006267 21
.9999 .719738 2.77879 9.8840006267 21
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only was the optimal cost calculated to extreme precision but, this result 
was achieved, with only two exceptions, in less than  25 iterations.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUDING STATEMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
This paper has utilized a method of geometric programming to 
approximate the optimal service rate of two classes of queues: the 
M /G /1 and M /M /s queues with linear waiting costs and server learning 
effects. It should be noted th a t no claim of global optimality has been 
made for this algorithm, or, as of yet, for any geometric condensation 
algorithm.
This is somewhat of a divergence from the current avenues of 
study in geometric programming. Most recent work has centered on 
solution, via condensation of like terms, of unconstrained problems.
Here a class of constrained problems, which proved solvable using 
condensation of unlike terms, was introduced. This method may prove 
applicable to more unconstrained, single variable problems with 
polynomial denominators (as the queuing problems were before the 
substitution and the resulting constraint).
This model and algorithm are applicable to the hypothetical 
shipping problem initially discussed; however, it is m uch more common
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tha t the mean service rate be constrained (it was assum ed here tha t it 
was not). A simple method for approximation of the optimum of a 
bounded problem such as this could be as follows:
1. Solve the unbounded problem with the geometric 
programming condensation method of this paper.
2. If the resultant m ean service rate is not within the 
bounds then one of the bounds is the estimated 
optimum.
3. If the resultan t m ean service rate is within the bounds 
then it is the estimated optimum.
This will hold for the single server case bu t not for the multi-server 
case. That is, it may prove less costly to use multiple servers if the 
mean service rate is bounded. Analysis of when the multi-server queue 
is more economical is certainly worthy of more research.
A proof was presented for single server optimality of the M /M /s 
queue, which simplified the optimization method significantly. Intuition 
might assert tha t the M /G /s  is also subject to single server optimality. 
A straight forward expression for the expected num ber of customers in 
the M /G /s queue system was not discovered in the research for this 
paper, bu t through stochastic methods similar to those of Stidham
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(1968), single server optimality may be provable. Such proof would 
certainly extend the value of the GP condensation presented here.
The sensitivity of the optimal TEC to the service cost per customer 
also deserves further investigation. Sensitivity analysis with regard to 
changes in the service cost per customer and the waiting cost per 
customer is possible with this GP method (referring back to eq. 3.1, k 
and col are dependent on the service cost per customer and k, col, and 
co2 are dependent upon the waiting cost per customer), bu t intricate.
As a final note on queue design: the literature search for this paper 
indicated th a t design is a nearly dead topic and all interest is in queue 
control. As was, hopefully, dem onstrated with this paper, there is much 
more to explore in the field of queue design, be it other methods of 
optimization, analysis of other queue types, or even queuing networks.
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Set Pstart, Set Error
Set Pnew  = w l / ( w l  + w2)
Is a b s (P n e w  - P) > Error?
Set W's: wl = d4 + dl - d3 - m d2 
w2 = - d3 -  d5
Set D's;
dl = ,5Cw/P d2 = C s * la m b d a ' 'm / (p ~ m )  
d3 = ,5 C w /(p * g a m m a )  d4 = ,5Cwp 
d5 = ,5Cw*var(t)*lambda~2 / ( g a m m a )
Figure A.1: Flow chart for GP condensation of M /G /1 Queue
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Set Pstart, Set Error
Is absCPnew - P) > Error?
Set Pnew  = w l / ( w l  + w2)
Set W's: wl = dl - d3 - m d2 
w2 = - d3
Set D's;
dl = C w /P  d2 = C s * la m b d a " m /(P " m )  
d3 = C w / ( P * g a m m a )
Figure A.2: Flow chart for GP condensation of M /M /1 Queue
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APPENDIX B: SPREADSHEET VERIFICATION 
OF GP CONDENSATION ALGORITHM 
RESULTS
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Optimum is approx. p = .6667, TEC = 40, and p = 2.9999.
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Optimum is approx. p = .6138, TEC = 33.67445, and p = 3.25839.
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Optimum is approx. p = .08355, TEC = 4.665232, and p = 11.9689.
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Optimum is approx. p = .8375, TEC = 25.2202702, and p = 1.19403.
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Optimum is approx. p = .6878, TEC = 10.04336801, and p = 2.907822.
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Optimum is approx. p = .4870, TEC = 13.41180661, and p = 2.053.
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Optimum is approx. p = .7717, TEC = 122.084750, and p = 5.183.
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Optimum is approx. p = .1360, TEC = 157.40047, and p = 29.412.
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Optimum is approx. p = .7523, TEC = 9.1273516, and p = 2.659.
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Optimum is approx. p = .7197, TEC = 9.8840007 and p = 2.779.
